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There is infinite hope at the start of a new year. Hope for a fresh start, a brighter future, and holding promises we 

make to ourselves and others. 365 days of possibility greet us as the clock ticks a second past midnight. New 

beginnings are profoundly meaningful and important, and symbolic of positivity, expectation and trust. The new year 

is associated with a new chapter in life and people around the world enthusiastically embrace this opportunity, and 

uncertainty, in equal measure.
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Sunrise – 05h42 | Sunset – 19h00 
20ºC Low | 36ºC High
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The Mabula’s grey giants represent the best virtues to take into the next year and indeed into the next decade: 

kinship, loyalty, connection, patience, and benevolent understanding that things happen when they happen. Let us 

learn from what life throws at us. We learn about change: the returning rains bring life where once there was dust. 

Rivers flow, flowers blossom and Mabula morphs into a vibrant, verdant version of itself.

We learn about renewal: insects emerge from a season-long dormancy. Frog calls are to be heard in all the 

waterbodies: singing, croaking, clicking and popping in chorus. Bird nests are to be found tucked in almost every 

green tree. We learn about family: impala lambs abound where only days before it seemed there was little youth. 

Wildebeest calves chase each other around open clearings and the monkey troops all have tiny faces peering 

out from beneath their mothers’ bellies. And through it all walks the natural depository for the wisdom of Africa’s 

wilderness: the elephant. Seasons change and the elephants moves with the transitions. Ancient knowledge is 

passed down through the herd. Matriarch steer her family along centuries-old migratory routes, safeguarding their 

calves, encouraging them to the best food and water. Wise old bulls follow slowly in their wake.
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Let 2020 be a continuous finding not only the silver lining but the gold lining too. For us here at Mabula, there is no 

better symbol with which to start the new year than the elephant. Wishing you a golden 2020 from Mabula and our 

elephants...

What makes Elephants so unique and iconic? To me it’s the trunk! An incredible appendage, that sets Elephants apart 

from all others in the African bush. It’s actually the most versatile appendage on the planet, more versatile than any 

other appendage from any other species on the planet. Elephants use their trunks to feed, drink, bathe, dust bathe, 

fight, communicate and even swim with their trunks.
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An Elephant can lift up to 350kg with its trunk. While the power to weight ratio of an Elephant is quite low, it can lift 

5% of its body weight with its trunk. This is because Elephants have about 40,000 muscles in their trunks, compared 

to 639 muscles in the entire human body. These 40,000 muscles are arranged in 6 major muscle groups. An 

Elephant sense of smell is four times better than a Blood hound. This is because of millions of receptor cells in the 

upper nasal cavity, which of course forms part of the trunk. Elephants can smell water from several kilometers away.

An Elephant trunk can be up to 7 feet long and 180kg in weight. The working of the trunk is very similar to our 

tongue. They are both Hydrostats, which means that they use water pressure to move and work. So moving your 

tongue around would probably give you a good indication of what an Elephant feels when using its trunk.

The most interesting fact about an Elephant trunk though, is that they have “2 fingers” at the end of the trunk. These 

fingers are made up of 2 prehensile muscles, which are there to be able to grab or pick things up. This is what gives 

Elephant the ability to pick small Marula fruits up, but still pick 350kg up a few minutes later. The closest thing we 

have to an elephant’s trunk is our tongue. Elephants use their trunks to breath, drink, eat, smell, snorkel, wrestle, 

communicate, touch, feel, hold, grab and pull. I can’t think of any other appendage that is so versatile. Elephants are 

either left or right ‘handed’. They are born not knowing how to use their trunks and learn as they grow. Like humans, 

they show a preference between grasping objects to the left or right. You can tell which side elephants prefer – tusks 

are shorter on the preferred side (because they get worn down more on that side).
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Safari drives are not alike; it’s what makes going on safari an addictive experience. Each safari drive has its own flow, 

some starting off with a bang (a cheetah drinking from a pan, for instance), others gradually building to some epic 

encounter.

What is fascinating for a large chunk of the year, Mabula’s weaver population is drab and fairly nondescript, but when 

the rain comes and the grass grows, the males shift both their plumage and a gear, and launch into their breeding 

season. The male Village Weavers – some of Mabula’s most common and vociferous – develop a pitch black facial 

mask and start trying to attract a mate, which they do by hanging upside down from their nests, chattering loudly 

and vigorously flapping their wings.

The arrival if a single female at a colony can set the entire colony of males into uproar, all clamoring for her 

attention. Up to 300 males at a time can be seen mimicking each other exactly, and the din is tremendous.
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One of the most active colonies has been one in the Phiritswana dam, on Lake Kyle area. Males continue building 

throughout the day, with a nest taking anywhere between 9 and 15 hours to complete. The faster a male can build 

a nest, the better his chances of attracting a mate, as the grass will not have browned. Once it does, his chance 

is effectively over and he will have to start all over again. Here the male on the right was peering out after making 

some internal alterations to his nest.

The nests start with a circular foundation. Space is at a premium, so if a male cannot complete a nest before it turns 

brown, he might have to deconstruct the entire thing just so he can start again on the same branch.

A lot of the time the squawking and apparent bickering is almost pointless; the nearest female may be at the 

far side of the colony and the males are simply doing it to mimic their neighbors. The fact is though, that if a 

female is around they can’t afford not to display. These incredible little birds average about 380 green strips in the 

construction of each nest.

If they don’t successfully attract a mate with a nest they will start again, sometimes building up to 5 different 

nests over the same period. We’re looking at an average of almost 2000 flights to collect building material.  If his 

displaying is effective and a female is attracted, he will then add a short entrance tunnel to the nest, which is then 

lined for egg laying by the female. Female will select a nest based mainly on structural strength rather than its 

physical appearance as one can imagine, it’s better for hatchling survival if the nest is ugly but survives wind and 

weather, rather than looking immaculate but falling down at the first strong gust. They are easily one of the most 

fascinating bird families on the reserve!
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Pupils come in a variety of shapes. Why do some animals have vertical pupils, whereas others have round or 

horizontal? There is a striking correlation between terrestrial species’ pupil shape and ecological niche, that is, 

foraging mode and time of day they are active. Species with vertically elongated pupils are very likely to be ambush 

predators and active day and night. Species with horizontally elongated pupils are very likely to be prey and to have 

laterally placed eyes.

Horizontal-slit pupils allow zebra to detect potential threats while grazing. This is important because, a panoramic 

visual ability with minimal blind spots is critical for these animals. They need to be able to spot predators that 

approach from the ground and “once they do detect a predator, they need to see where they are running. They 

have to see well enough out of the corner of their eye to run quickly and jump over things”.
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Although dangerous when provoked, buffalo are not predatorily. They are grazers. Here at Mabula, we are so 

fortunate to be able to see the buffalo all over our reserve. Since buffalo are not territorial but gregarious mammals 

(social and often in large herds) and hold large home ranges, this makes it possible to have them in such abundance 

as they are always on the move. Buffaloes are very water dependent, meaning that they need to visit watering holes 

on a regular basis. Vertically elongated pupils create astigmatic depth of field such that images of vertical contours 

nearer or farther than the distance to which the eye is focused are sharp, whereas images of horizontal contours at 

different distances are blurred.

This is advantageous for ambush predators to use stereopsis to estimate distances of vertical contours and defocus 

blur to estimate distances of horizontal contours. Horizontally elongated pupils create sharp images of horizontal 

contours ahead and behind, creating a horizontally panoramic view that facilitates detection of predators from 

various directions and forward locomotion across uneven terrain.

Thank you to photos contributors, Riette Smit and Vicky Lee Brooks

That is all for this month.  

From Isaiah and Mabula family

Bushveld Greetings


